Academy for Creative Media
No recommendations

American Studies
Recommendation: Implement internal reallocation to shift faculty resources to undergraduate programs. Reduce number of graduate seminars, increase enrollment in those retained. Status: The number of graduate seminars has been reduced, increasing enrollment in those that remain. The number of undergraduate courses has been increased.

Art & Art History
Recommendation: BFA Drawing/Painting decrease faculty by one FTE via attrition. Status: Complete.

Recommendation: Due to evolution of the respective fields, BFA Fiber and BFA Sculpture should share selected upper division elective courses. Status: Complete.

History
Recommendation: Merge the BA Europe and BA World/Comparative programs. Status: Under review.

Recommendation: Merge the MA East Asia, MA U.S, and MA World Cultures programs. Status: Complete.

Music
Recommendation: Phase out and eliminate the Bachelor of Music in Guitar. Status: New guitar students are directed to the BA in guitar. The BM Guitar will be stopped out when the remaining student graduates.

Recommendation: Eliminate the BA in Musicology. Status: Complete

Recommendation: Merge PhD courses with the appropriate Masters-level courses. Status: Complete

Recommendation: Invest one faculty position in the piano program. Status: Complete

Philosophy
Recommendation: Reduce Symbolic Reasoning (Phil 110) capacity and increase opportunities in DH and E. Status: A new faculty member has restructured Phil 110 and resources (graduate assistant, graders) have been added. Preliminary assessment indicates an increase in the success rate and in enrollment.
Department staffing levels do not allow for additional offerings in DH and E at this time.

Recommendation: The Philosophy for Children should secure external funds to expand the program within five years or be considered for phasing out. Status: Annual external funding has been secured for the foreseeable future, one grant has been received for the purpose of program expansion, and the Director continues to actively seeking additional funding.

**Religion**
Recommendation: Delete Hawaii/Pacific as a specialization option in the MA. Enrollment has declined due to increased Hawaii options in other graduate programs. Status: Enrollment and inquiries have shown a slight increase. The question of sustainable satisfactory enrollment is being assessed.

**Speech**
No recommendations

**Theatre & Dance**

Recommendation: Consolidate Theatre MFA Acting, MFA Directing, and MFA Asian Performance into MFA Acting and MFA Directing, each to include Asian and Western tracks. Status: Under review.

Recommendation: Explore the addition of a BFA in Theatre, using existing courses. There is external demand, particularly among Hawaii residents, for a more technical undergraduate degree. Status: Proposed curriculum is being developed.